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Chip floorplanning is the engineering task of designing the physical layout of a
computer chip. Despite five decades of research1, chip floorplanning has defied
automation, requiring months of intense effort by physical design engineers to
produce manufacturable layouts. Here we present a deep reinforcement learning
approach to chip floorplanning. In under six hours, our method automatically
generates chip floorplans that are superior or comparable to those produced by
humans in all key metrics, including power consumption, performance and chip area.
To achieve this, we pose chip floorplanning as a reinforcement learning problem, and
develop an edge-based graph convolutional neural network architecture capable of
learning rich and transferable representations of the chip. As a result, our method
utilizes past experience to become better and faster at solving new instances of the
problem, allowing chip design to be performed by artificial agents with more
experience than any human designer. Our method was used to design the next
generation of Google’s artificial intelligence (AI) accelerators, and has the potential to
save thousands of hours of human effort for each new generation. Finally, we believe
that more powerful AI-designed hardware will fuel advances in AI, creating a
symbiotic relationship between the two fields.

In this work, we propose a new graph placement method based on
reinforcement learning (RL), and demonstrate state-of-the-art results
on chip floorplanning, a challenging problem2 that has long defied
automation, despite five decades of research. Our method generates
manufacturable chip floorplans in under 6 h, compared to the strongest
baseline, which requires months of intense effort by human experts.
A computer chip is divided into dozens of blocks, each of which is
an individual module, such as a memory subsystem, compute unit
or control logic system. These blocks can be described by a netlist, a
hypergraph of circuit components, such as macros (memory components) and standard cells (logic gates such as NAND, NOR and XOR),
all of which are connected by wires. Chip floorplanning involves placing netlists onto chip canvases (two-dimensional grids) so that performance metrics (for example, power consumption, timing, area
and wirelength) are optimized, while adhering to hard constraints on
density and routing congestion.
Since the 1960s, many approaches to chip floorplanning have been
proposed, falling into three broad categories: partitioning-based methods3–5, stochastic/hill-climbing approaches6–8 and analytic solvers9–14.
However, none of these approaches could achieve human-level performance, and the exponential growth in chip complexity has rendered
these techniques largely unusable on modern chips.
The limitations of these prior approaches are varied. For example,
partitioning-based methods sacrifice the quality of the global solution

in order to scale to larger netlists, and a poor early partition may result in
an unsalvageable final result. Hill-climbing approaches have low convergence rates and do not scale to modern chip netlists, which have millions
or billions of nodes13. Prior to this work, analytic solvers were the leading
approach, but they can only optimize for differentiable loss functions,
meaning that they cannot effectively optimize for critical metrics, such
as routing congestion or timing violations. Our method, on the other
hand, can scale to netlists with millions of nodes, and optimizes directly
for any mixture of differentiable or non-differentiable cost functions.
Furthermore, our method improves in both speed and quality of result
because it is exposed to more instances of the chip placement problem.
Owing to the limitations of these prior methods, human physical
designers must iterate for months with commercial electronic design
automation (EDA) tools, taking as input a register transfer level (RTL)
description of the chip netlist, generating a manual placement of that
netlist onto the chip canvas, and waiting up to 72 h for EDA tools to
evaluate that placement. On the basis of this feedback, the human
designer either concludes that the design criteria have been achieved,
generates an updated floorplan for evaluation, or provides feedback to
upstream RTL designers, who then modify the low-level code to make
the placement task easier (for example, resolve timing violations).
To address the chip floorplanning problem, we developed an RL
method capable of generalizing across chips—meaning that it can
learn from experience to become both better and faster at placing
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Fig. 1 | Overview of our method and training regimen. In each training
iteration, the RL agent places macros one at a time (actions, states and rewards
are denoted by ai, si and ri, respectively). Once all macros are placed, the
standard cells are placed using a force-directed method. The intermediate

rewards are zero. The reward at the end of each iteration is calculated as a linear
combination of the approximate wirelength, congestion and density, and is
provided as feedback to the agent to optimize its parameters for the next
iteration.

new chips—allowing chip designers to be assisted by artificial agents
with more experience than any human could ever gain.
Training placement policies that generalize across chips is extremely
challenging, because it requires learning to optimize the placement of
all possible chip netlists onto all possible canvases. Chip floorplanning is
analogous to a game with varying pieces (for example, netlist topologies,
macro counts, macro sizes and aspect ratios), boards (varying canvas sizes
and aspect ratios) and win conditions (relative importance of different
evaluation metrics or different density and routing congestion constraints).
Even one instance of this game (placing a particular netlist onto a particular
canvas) has an enormous state–action space. For example, the state space
of placing 1,000 clusters of nodes on a grid with 1,000 cells is of the order
of 1,000! (greater than 102,500), whereas Go has a state space of 10360 (ref. 15).
To enable generalization, we focused on learning transferable
representations of chips, grounding representation learning in the
supervised task of predicting placement quality. By designing a neural
architecture that can accurately predict reward across a wide variety
of netlists and their placements, we are able to generate rich feature
embeddings of the input netlists. We then use this architecture as the
encoder of our policy and value networks to enable transfer learning.
In our experiments, we show that, as our agent is exposed to a greater
volume and variety of chips, it becomes both faster and better at generating optimized placements for new chip blocks, bringing us closer
to a future in which chip designers are assisted by artificial agents with
vast chip placement experience.
In addition to the immediate impact on chip floorplanning, the ability
of our method to generalize and quickly generate high-quality solutions
has major implications, unlocking opportunities for co-optimization
with earlier stages of the chip design process. Large-scale architectural
explorations were previously impossible, because it took months of
human effort to accurately evaluate a given architectural candidate.
However, modifying the architectural design can have an outsized
impact on performance, and would facilitate full automation of the
chip design process. Automating and accelerating the chip design
process can also enable co-design of AI and hardware, yielding
high-performance chips customized to important workloads, such
as autonomous vehicles, medical devices and data centres.
At an abstract level, our method learns to map the nodes of a hypergraph onto a limited set of resources, subject to constraints. Placement optimizations of this form appear in a wide range of science and
engineering applications, including hardware design1, city planning16,
vaccine testing and distribution17, and cerebral cortex layout18. Therefore, we believe that our placement optimization methodology can be
applied to impactful placement problems beyond chip design.
Beyond the experimental results reported here, our method is
already having real-world impact, and our floorplan solutions are in
the product tapeout of a recent-generation Google tensor processing
unit (TPU) accelerator.

reformulate it as a sequential Markov decision process (MDP), because
this allows us to more easily incorporate the problem constraints as
described below. Our MDP consists of four key elements:
(1) States encode information about the partial placement, including
the netlist (adjacency matrix), node features (width, height, type), edge
features (number of connections), current node (macro) to be placed,
and metadata of the netlist graph (routing allocations, total number
of wires, macros and standard cell clusters).
(2) Actions are all possible locations (grid cells of the chip canvas)
onto which the current macro can be placed without violating any hard
constraints on density or blockages.
(3) State transitions define the probability distribution over next
states, given a state and an action.
(4) Rewards are 0 for all actions except the last action, where the
reward is a negative weighted sum of proxy wirelength, congestion
and density, as described below.
We train a policy (an RL agent) modelled by a neural network that,
through repeated episodes (sequences of states, actions and rewards),
learns to take actions that will maximize cumulative reward (see Fig. 1).
We use proximal policy optimization (PPO)24 to update the parameters
of the policy network, given the cumulative reward for each placement.
We can formally define the objective function as follows:

Chip floorplanning as a learning problem
The underlying problem is a high-dimensional contextual bandits
problem19 but, as in prior work, such as refs. 20–23, we have chosen to
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J (θ, G) =

1
K

∑
g ≈G

Eg , p ≈ πθ[Rp, g ].

(1)

Here J(θ, G) is the cost function. The agent is parameterized by θ. The
dataset of netlists of size K is denoted by G, with each individual netlist
in the dataset written as g. Rp,g is the episode reward of a placement
p drawn from the policy network applied to netlist g. Eg,p[Rp,g] is the
expected reward, given a netlist g and placement p drawn from the
policy distribution πθ.

Rp, g = − Wirelength(p, g ) − λ Congestion(p, g ) − γDensity(p, g ). (2)
In each iteration, the RL agent (policy network) sequentially places
the macros. Once all macros are placed, we use a force-directed
method11,25–27 to approximately place clusters of standard cells. The
reward at the end of each iteration is calculated as a linear combination
of the approximate wirelength, congestion and density (equation (2)).
In our experiments, the congestion weight λ is set to 0.01, the density
weight γ is set to 0.01 and the maximum density threshold is set to 0.6.

Designing domain-adaptive policies
As mentioned earlier, developing domain-adaptive policies for the
chip floorplanning problem is extremely challenging, because this
problem is analogous to a game with varying pieces, boards and win
conditions, and has an enormous state–action space. To address this
challenge, we first focused on learning rich representations of the
state space. Our intuition was that a policy capable of the general task
of chip placement should also be able to encode the state associated
with a new unseen chip into a meaningful signal at inference time.
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Fig. 2 | Policy and value network architecture. An embedding layer encodes
information about the netlist adjacency, node features and the current macro
to be placed. The policy and value networks then output a probability

distribution over available grid cells and an estimate of the expected reward for
the current placement, respectively. id, identification number; fc, fully
connected layer; de-conv, deconvolution layer.

We therefore trained a neural network architecture capable of predicting reward on placements of new netlists, with the ultimate goal of using
this architecture as the encoder layer of our policy.
To train this supervised model, we needed a large dataset of chip placements and their corresponding reward labels. We therefore created a
dataset of 10,000 chip placements where the input is the state associated
with a given placement and the label is the reward for that placement.
To accurately predict the reward labels and generalize to unseen data,
we developed an edge-based graph neural network architecture, which
we call Edge-GNN (Edge-Based Graph Neural Network). The role of this
network is to embed the netlist, distilling information about the type
and connectivity of nodes into a low-dimensional vector representation
that can be used in downstream tasks. The impact of our edge-based
neural architecture on generalization is shown in Extended Data Fig. 2.
In Edge-GNN, we create an initial representation of each node by
concatenating its features—including node type, width, height, x and

y coordinates, and its connectivity to other nodes. We then iteratively
perform the following updates: (1) each edge updates its representation
by applying a fully connected network to a concatenation of the two
nodes that it connects, and (2) each node updates its representation by
passing the mean of all in- and outgoing edges into another fully connected network. The node and edge updates are shown in equation (3).

eij = fce (concat(vi|v j|wije)),

(3)

vi = meanj ∈Neighbours(vi )(eij).

Node embeddings are denoted by vi for 1 ≤ i ≤ N, where N is the total
number of macros and standard cell clusters. Vector representations
of edges connecting nodes vi and vj are denoted as eij. fce indicates a
fully connected layer and wije corresponds to the learnable weight
applied to edge eij (which connects nodes i and j). The outputs of the
algorithm are the node and edge embeddings.

Table 1 | Comparisons against baselines
Name

Block 1

Block 2

Block 3

Block 4

Block 5

Method

Total area (μm2)

Timing

Total power (W)

WNS (ps)

TNS (ns)

RePlAce

374

233.7

1,693,139

3.70

Manual

136

47.6

1,680,790

Our method

84

23.3

1,681,767

Wirelength (m)

Congestion
H (%)

V (%)

52.14

1.82

0.06

3.74

51.12

0.13

0.03

3.59

51.29

0.34

0.03

RePlAce

97

6.6

785,655

3.52

61.07

1.58

0.06

Manual

75

98.1

830,470

3.56

62.92

0.23

0.04

Our method

59

170

694,757

3.13

59.11

0.45

0.03

RePlAce

193

3.9

867,390

1.36

18.84

0.19

0.05

Manual

18

0.2

869,779

1.42

20.74

0.22

0.07

Our method

11

2.2

868,101

1.38

20.80

0.04

0.04
0.03

RePlAce

58

11.2

944,211

2.21

27.37

0.03

Manual

58

17.9

947,766

2.17

29.16

0.00

0.01

Our method

52

0.7

942,867

2.21

28.50

0.03

0.02

RePlAce

156

254.6

1,477,283

3.24

31.83

0.04

0.03

Manual

107

97.2

1,480,881

3.23

37.99

0.00

0.01

Ours

68

141.0

1,472,302

3.28

36.59

0.01

0.03

Here, we compare our method with the state-of-the-art method (RePlAce14) and with manual placements using an industry-standard EDA tool. For all metrics in this table, lower is better.
H, horizontal; V, vertical.
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Fig. 4 | Convergence plots on Ariane RISC-V CPU. Placement cost of training a
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for a block of Ariane RISC-V CPU.

Blocks
Fig. 3 | Training from scratch versus fine-tuning for varying amounts of
time. For each block, we show zero-shot results, results after fine-tuning for 2 h
and 12 h, and results for policies trained from scratch. As can be seen in the
table, the pre-trained policy network consistently outperforms the policy
network trained from scratch, demonstrating the effectiveness of learning
from training data offline.

The supervised model is trained via regression to minimize the
weighted sum of mean squared loss (negative reward). This supervised task allowed us to find the features and architecture necessary to
generalize reward prediction across netlists. To incorporate Edge-GNN
into our RL policy network, we removed the prediction layer and then
used it as the encoder of the policy network, as shown in Fig. 2.
To place a new netlist at inference time, we load the pre-trained
weights of the policy network and apply it to the new netlist. We refer
to placements generated by a pre-trained policy with no fine-tuning as
zero-shot placements. Such a placement can be generated in subsecond times, because it requires only a single forward pass through the
pre-trained policy for each macro. We can further optimize placement
quality by fine-tuning the policy network. Doing so gives us the flexibility to either use the pre-trained weights (which have learned a rich
representation of the input state) or further fine-tune these weights
to optimize for the properties of a particular chip netlist.
Figure 1 shows an overview of the proposed policy network (modelled
by πθ in equation (1)) and value network architectures. The input is the
netlist hypergraph (represented as an adjacency matrix and list of node
features), the identity of the current node to be placed, the metadata
of the netlist, and the process technology node (for example, 7 nm).
The netlist is fed into our Edge-GNN architecture to generate embeddings of the partially placed netlist and of the current node. We use
a feed-forward network to embed the metadata. These embedding
vectors are then concatenated to form the state embedding, which
is passed to another feed-forward neural network to generate a final
representation of the state. This state is then fed into the policy network (composed of five deconvolutions, batch normalization28 and
rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation layers29) to generate a probability distribution over actions and into a value network (composed of
a feed-forward network) to predict the value of the input state. The
deconvolution layers have a kernel size of 3 × 3, a stride of 2, and 16, 8,
4, 2 and 1 filter channels.

Empirical evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the ability of our method to generalize,
explore the impact of using pre-trained policies and compare our
210 | Nature | Vol 594 | 10 June 2021

method to state-of-the-art baselines. We also inspect the visual appearance of generated placements and provide insights into the behaviour
of our policy.
In terms of resource usage, for pre-training we used the same number
of workers as blocks in the training dataset (for example, for the largest
training set with 20 blocks, we pre-trained with 20 workers) and the
pre-training runtime was 48 h. To generate the fine-tuning results in
Table 1, our method ran on 16 workers for up to 6 h, but the runtime was
often considerably lower owing to early stopping. For both pre-training
and fine-tuning, a worker consists of an Nvidia Volta graphics processing unit (GPU) and 10 central processing units (CPUs), each with 2 GB
of RAM. For the zero-shot mode (applying a pre-trained policy to a new
netlist with no fine-tuning), we can generate a placement in less than
a second on a single GPU.

Domain adaptation results
Figure 3 compares the quality of placements generated using
pre-trained policies to those generated by training the policy from
scratch. The training dataset is composed of blocks of TPU and of the
open-source Ariane RISC-V CPU30. In each experiment, we pre-train the
policy on all blocks except for the target block on which we evaluate.
We show results for the zero-shot mode, as well as after fine-tuning the
pre-trained policy on a particular design for 2 h and 12 h.
The policy trained from scratch takes much longer to converge, and
even after 24 h the results (as evaluated by the reward function) are worse
than what the fine-tuned policy achieves in 12 h. This demonstrates
that exposure to many different designs during pre-training enables
faster generation of higher-quality placements for new unseen blocks.
Figure 4 shows the convergence plots for training from scratch versus
training from a pre-trained policy network for Ariane RISC-V CPU30.
Not only does the pre-trained policy start with a lower placement cost,
but it also converges more than 30 h faster than the policy trained
from scratch.
Learning from larger datasets. In the following, we explore the
impact of the training data on the learning ability of our policy. TPU
chip blocks are quite diverse, and we carefully selected blocks across
a representative range of functionalities (for example, on-chip and
inter-chip network blocks, computation cores, memory controllers,
data transport buffers and logic, and various interface controllers),
saturations (ratio of total area of macros to that of the canvas, <30%,
30–60% and >60%) and macro counts (up to a few hundred). The small
training set contains 2 blocks, the medium set contains 5 blocks and the
large one contains 20 blocks. As we pre-train on more chip blocks, we
are able to more quickly generate higher quality placements for new

Small dataset (2 blocks)

Medium dataset (5 blocks)

Large dataset (20 blocks)

Placement cost

0.250
0.225
0.200
0.175
0.150
0.125

Zero-shot
0h

Fine-tune
10 h

Fine-tune
20 h

Fine-tune
30 h

Fine-tune
40 h

Fig. 5 | Effect of pre-training dataset size. We pre-train the policy network on
three different training datasets (the small dataset is a subset of the medium
one, and the medium dataset is a subset of the large one). We then fine-tune this
pre-trained policy network on the test block and report cost at various training
durations. As the dataset size increases, both the time to convergence and the
quality of generated placements increase.

unseen chip blocks. Figure 5 shows the impact of a larger training set
on performance. As we increase the training set from 2 to 5 blocks, and
finally to 20 blocks, the policy network generates better placements
both at zero-shot and after being fine-tuned for the same number of
hours. This suggests that as we expose the policy network to a greater
variety of distinct chip designs, it becomes less prone to overfitting
and better at generalizing to new unseen designs.
Comparing with baseline methods. In this section, we compare our
method with the state-of-the-art RePlAce14 and with the production
design of the previous generation of TPU, which was generated by a
team of human physical designers. The results are shown in Table 1.
To perform a fair comparison, we ensured that all methods had the
same experimental setup, including the same inputs and the same
EDA tool settings. We note that we ran all of the evaluations of RePlAce
and our method ourselves, but we relied on the TPU physical design
team to share metrics for their best-performing manual placements,
and they may have evaluated with a slightly different EDA version. For
more details, see Extended Data Table 1.
For our method, we use a policy pre-trained on the largest dataset
(20 TPU blocks) and then fine-tune it on five target unseen blocks
(denoted as blocks 1–5) for no more than 6 h. For confidentiality reasons, we cannot disclose the details of these blocks, but each contains
up to a few hundred macros and millions of standard cells.
When evaluating the quality of a chip floorplan, there are several
metrics that are important and that trade off against each other. There
is no single metric that can be used to capture the overall quality of a
placement, so we report all key metrics, including the total wirelength,
timing, routing congestion (horizontal and vertical), area and power.
Timing is reported via total negative slack (TNS) and worst negative slack
(WNS). Negative slack is a measure of the extent to which the latency
of the signal exceeds the expected latency. Timing and congestion are
constraints, whereas wirelength, power and area are metrics to optimize.
To compare with RePlAce, which has a different objective function,
we treat the output of a commercial EDA tool as ground truth. To perform this comparison, we fix the macro placements generated by our
method and by RePlAce, and allow the commercial EDA tool to further
optimize the standard cell placements with settings drawn from our
production workflow. We used the version of RePLAce provided in
ref. 31, based on the version of the code published on 9 January 2020.
Except for the density threshold (where RePlAce benefited from a lower
threshold than its default), we used the default settings and did not use
the timing-driven capability of RePlAce.
As shown in Table 1, our method outperforms RePlAce in generating placements that meet design criteria. Although RePlAce is

faster and runs in under an hour on a single Intel CPU of 3.7 GHz,
the placements are generally of lower quality. Given the constraints
imposed by the underlying process technology node, placements
will not be able to meet timing constraints in the later stages of the
design flow if WNS is considerably above 150 ps or if the horizontal
or vertical congestion is over 1%, rendering many RePlAce placements (blocks 1, 2, 3) unusable. These results demonstrate that our
approach is effective in generating high-quality placements that
meet design criteria.
Table 1 also shows the results for the manual baseline, which is the
actual production design of the previous TPU chip. This baseline was
generated by the TPU’s physical design team, and involved many iterations of placement optimization, guided by feedback from a commercial EDA tool over a period of several months. Both our method and
human experts consistently generate viable placements that meet
timing and congestion requirements. However, our method also outperforms or matches manual placements in area, power and wirelength.
Furthermore, our end-to-end learning-based approach takes far less
time to meet design criteria.

Conclusion
In this work, we propose an RL-based approach to chip floorplanning
that enables domain adaptation. The RL agent becomes better and
faster at floorplanning optimization as it places a greater number of
chip netlists. We show that our method can generate chip floorplans
that are comparable or superior to human experts in under six hours,
whereas humans take months to produce acceptable floorplans for
modern accelerators. Our method has been used in production to
design the next generation of Google TPU.
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Methods
In the following, we provide details of the proposed methodologies.

Problem statement
In this work, we target the chip floorplanning problem, in which the
objective is to map the nodes of a netlist (a hypergraph describing the
chip) onto a chip canvas (a bounded two-dimensional space), so that
final power, performance and area (PPA) is optimized. In this section,
we provide an overview of how we formulate the problem as an RL problem, followed by a detailed description of the reward function, action
and state representations, policy architecture, and policy updates.
Overview of our approach
We take a deep RL approach to the chip floorplanning problem, in which
an RL agent (policy network) sequentially places the macros. Once all
macros are placed, we use a force-directed (FD) method11,25–27 to place
clusters of standard cells, as shown in Fig. 1.
In this section, we define the reward r, state s, actions a, policy network architecture πθ(a|s) parameterized by θ, and finally the optimization method that we use to train those parameters. In our setting, at the
initial state, s0, we have an empty chip canvas and an unplaced netlist.
At each step one macro is placed, and the final state, sT, corresponds
to a completely placed netlist. Thus, T is equal to the total number of
macros in the netlist. At each time step t, the agent begins in state st,
takes an action (at), arrives at a new state (st+1), and receives a reward
(rt) from the environment (0 for t < T and negative proxy cost for t = T).
We define st to be a concatenation of features representing the state
at time t, including a graph embedding of the netlist (including both
placed and unplaced nodes), a node embedding of the current macro
to place, metadata about the netlist, and a mask representing the feasibility of placing the current node onto each cell of the grid.
The action space is all valid placements of the tth macro, which is a
function of the density mask. Action at is the cell placement of the tth
macro predicted by the RL policy network. st+1 is the next state, which
includes an updated representation containing information about the
newly placed macro, an updated density mask and an embedding for
the next node to be placed. In our formulation, rt is 0 for every time
step except for the final, rT, where it is a weighted sum of approximate
wirelength, congestion and density.
Through repeated episodes (sequences of states, actions and
rewards), the policy network learns to take actions that will maximize
cumulative reward. We use PPO24 to update the parameters of the policy
network, given the cumulative reward for each placement.
Detailed methodology
Our goal is to minimize PPA, subject to constraints on routing congestion and density. Our true reward is the output of a commercial EDA
tool, including wirelength, routing congestion, density, power, timing
and area. However, RL policies require 10,000s of examples to learn
effectively, so it is critical that the reward function be fast to evaluate,
ideally running in a few milliseconds. In order to be effective, these
approximate reward functions must also be positively correlated with
the true reward. Therefore, a component of our cost is wirelength,
because it is not only much cheaper to evaluate, but also correlates
with power and performance (timing).
To combine multiple objectives into a single reward function that
can be optimized, we take the weighted sum of proxy wirelength,
congestion and density, where the weights can be used to explore the
trade-off between these metrics. While we treat congestion as a soft
constraint (that is, lower congestion improves the reward function),
we treat density as a hard constraint, masking out actions (grid cells
to place nodes onto) the density of which exceeds the target density.
To keep the runtime per iteration small, we apply several approximations to the calculation of the reward function:

(1) We group millions of standard cells into a few thousand clusters
using hMETIS32, a partitioning technique based on the minimum cut
objective. Once all macros are placed, we use an FD method to place
the standard cell clusters. Doing so enables us to generate an approximate but fast standard cell placement that facilitates policy network
optimization.
(2) We discretize the grid to a few thousand grid cells and place the centre of macros and standard cell clusters onto the centre of the grid cells.
(3) When calculating wirelength, we make the simplifying assumption
that all wires leaving a standard cell cluster originate at the centre of
the cluster.
(4) To calculate the routing congestion cost, we consider only the average congestion of the top 10% most congested grid cells.
A chip netlist typically consists of hundreds of macros and millions
of standard cells. Owing to their negligible area, standard cells can be
approximated as points with zero area, allowing for analytic solvers to
optimally place them with a small margin of error. Macros, on the other
hand, have much larger area and cannot be optimally placed with these
same analytic techniques. We chose to target macro placement, as it is
a much more challenging problem, which previously required human
experts to iterate for months to generate a high-quality placement.
Synthesis of the input netlist. We use a commercial tool to synthesize
the netlist from RTL. Synthesis is physical-aware, in the sense that it
has access to the floorplan size and the locations of the input/output
pins, which were informed by inter- and intra-block-level information.
Selection of grid rows and columns. Given the dimensions of the
chip canvas, there are many choices to discretize the two-dimensional
canvas into grid cells. This decision affects the difficulty of optimization
and the quality of the final placement. We limit the maximum number
of rows and columns to 128. We treat choosing the optimal number of
rows and columns as a bin-packing problem and rank different combinations of rows and columns by the amount of wasted space that they
incur. We use an average of 30 rows and columns in our experiments.
Selection of macro order. To select the order in which the macros
are placed, we sort macros by descending size and break ties using a
topological sort. By placing larger macros first, we reduce the chance
of there being no feasible placement for a later macro. The topological
sort can help the policy network learn to place connected nodes close
to one another. Another potential approach would be to learn to jointly optimize the ordering of macros and their placement, making the
choice of which node to place next part of the action space. However,
this enlarged action space would considerably increase the complexity
of the problem, and we found that this heuristic worked in practice.
Clustering of standard cells. To quickly place standard cells to provide a signal to our RL policy, we first cluster millions of standard cells
into a few thousand clusters. There has been a large body of work on
clustering for chip netlists33–38. As has been suggested in the literature39,
such clustering helps not only with reducing the problem size, but also
helps to ‘prevent mistakes’ (for example, prevents timing paths from
being split apart). We also provide the clustered netlist to each of the
baseline methods with which we compare. To perform this clustering,
we employed a standard open-source library, hMETIS39, which is based
on multilevel hypergraph partitioning schemes with two important
phases: (1) coarsening phase, and 2) uncoarsening and refinement
phase.
Generation of adjacency matrix. To convert the netlist hypergraph
into an adjacency matrix that can be consumed by the Edge-GNN encoder, we apply the following transformation. For each pair of nodes
in the clustered netlist (either macros or clusters of standard cells), we
generate an edge in the adjacency matrix with the following weight.
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If the register distance between the two nodes is greater than 4, then no
edge is created. Otherwise, we apply an exponentially decaying weight
as the distance grows, starting with 1 if the distance is 0 and halved with
each additional unit of distance.
Placement of standard cells. To place standard cell clusters, we use
an approach similar to classic FD methods40. We represent the netlist
as a system of springs that apply force to each node, according to the
weight × distance formula, causing tightly connected nodes to be attracted to one another. We also introduce a repulsive force between
overlapping nodes to reduce placement density. After applying all
forces, we move nodes in the direction of their force vector. To reduce
oscillations, we set a maximum distance for each move.
Postprocessing. To prepare the placements for evaluation by a commercial EDA tool, we perform a simple legalization step to snap macros
to the nearest power grid. We then fix the macro placements and use
an EDA tool to place the standard cells and evaluate the placement.

Reward
Wirelength. Following the literature40–43, we employ the half-perimeter
wirelength (HPWL), the most commonly used approximation for wirelength. HPWL is defined as the half-perimeter of the bounding boxes
for all nodes in the netlist. The HPWL for a given net (edge) i is:
HPWL(i) = (maxb ∈i {xb} − minb ∈i {xb} + 1)
+ (maxb ∈i {yb } − minb ∈i {yb } + 1).

(4)

Here xb and yb are the x and y coordinates of the end points of net i. The
overall HPWL cost is then calculated by taking the normalized sum of
all half-perimeter bounding boxes, as shown in equation (5). Here q(i)
is a normalization factor that improves the accuracy of the estimate by
increasing the wirelength cost as the number of nodes increases, where
Nnetlist is the number of nets. We calculate the total HPWL as follows:
N netlist

HPWL(netlist) =

∑

q(i)HPWL(i).

(5)

i =1

The wirelength also has the advantage of correlating with other
important metrics, such as power and timing. Although our method
does not optimize directly for these other metrics, it generates placements that meet design criteria with respect to power and timing (as
shown in Table 1).
Routing congestion. We also followed convention in calculating proxy
congestion44, using a simple deterministic routing based on the locations
of the driver and loads on the net. The routed net occupies a certain
portion of available routing resources (determined by the underlying
semiconductor fabrication technology) for each grid cell through which
it passes. We keep track of vertical and horizontal allocations in each grid
cell separately. To smooth the congestion estimate, we run 5 × 1 convolutional filters in both the vertical and horizontal direction. After all nets
are routed, we take the average of the top 10% congestion values, drawing
inspiration from the ABA10 metric in MAPLE44. The congestion cost in
equation (2) is the top 10% average congestion calculated by this process.
Density. We treat density as a hard constraint, disallowing the policy
network from placing macros in locations that would cause density to
exceed the target (maxdensity) or that would result in infeasible macro
overlap. This approach has two benefits: (1) it reduces the number of
invalid placements generated by the policy network, and (2) it reduces
the search space of the optimization problem, making it more computationally tractable.
A feasible placement of a standard cell cluster must meet the following criterion: the density of placed items in each grid cell must not

exceed a given target density threshold (maxdensity). We set this threshold
to be 0.6 in our experiments to avoid over-utilization, which would
render placements unusable. To meet this constraint, during each
RL step, we calculate the current density mask, a binary m × n matrix
representing grid cells onto which we can place the centre of the current node without violating the density threshold. Before selecting an
action, we first take the dot product of the mask and the policy network
output and then sample from the resulting probability distribution over
feasible locations. This approach prevents the policy network from
generating placements with overlapping macros or dense standard
cell areas. We also enable blockage-aware placements (such as clock
straps) by setting the density function of the blocked areas to 1.

Action representation
For policy optimization purposes, we convert the canvas into an m × n
grid. Thus, for any given state, the action space (or the output of the
policy network) is the probability distribution of placements of the
current macro over the m × n grid. The action is then sampled from
this probability distribution.
State representation
Our state contains information about the adjacency matrix corresponding to the clustered netlist, its node features (width, height, type), edge
features (number of connections), current node (macro) to be placed,
and metadata of the netlist and the underlying technology (for example, routing allocations, total number of wires, macros and standard
cell clusters). Next, we discuss how we process these features to learn
effective representations for the chip floorplanning problem.
Enabling transfer learning
To discover domain-adaptive architectures, we propose grounding
the policy architecture search in the supervised task of predicting the
value of reward functions. We take this approach because exploration
would be far costlier in an RL setting, and the underlying complexity of
training a domain-adaptive policy network would be prohibitively high,
as it involves an immense state space encompassing all possible placements of all possible chips. Furthermore, different netlists and grid
sizes can have very different properties, including differing numbers of
nodes, macro sizes, netlist topologies and canvas widths and heights.
The intuition behind this approach is that a policy network architecture capable of transferring placement optimization across chips
should also be able to encode the state associated with a new unseen
chip into a meaningful signal at inference time. We therefore propose
training a neural network architecture capable of predicting reward
on new netlists, with the ultimate goal of using this architecture as the
encoder layer of our policy network.
To train this supervised model, we needed a large dataset of chip
floorplans and their corresponding reward labels. We therefore created
a dataset of 10,000 chip floorplans where the input is the state associated with a given floorplan and the label is the reward for that floorplan
(wirelength and congestion). We built this dataset by generating 2,000
floorplans for each of five TPU blocks. To collect diverse floorplans,
we trained a vanilla policy network with various congestion weights
(ranging from 0 to 1) and random seeds, and collected snapshots of
floorplans throughout the course of policy training. An untrained policy
network starts off with random weights and the generated floorplans
are of low quality, but as the policy network trains, the quality of generated floorplans improves, allowing us to gather a diverse dataset with
floorplans of varying quality.
To train a supervised model capable of accurately predicting wirelength and congestion labels and generalizing to unseen data, we
developed a graph neural network architecture (Edge-GNN) to embed
information about the netlist. The role of Edge-GNN is to distill information about the type and connectivity of a node into a low-dimensional vector representation that can be used in downstream tasks. Some examples

of such downstream tasks are node classification45, device placement46,
link prediction47 and design rule check (DRC) violations prediction48.
We create a vector representation of each node by first concatenating
its features, including node type, width, height, and x and y coordinates.
We also pass node adjacency information as input to our algorithm. We
then repeatedly perform the following updates: (1) each edge updates
its representation by applying a fully connected network to an aggregated representation of intermediate node embeddings, and (2) each
node updates its representation by taking the mean of adjacent edge
embeddings. The node and edge updates are shown in equation (3).
Node embeddings are denoted by vi for 1 ≤ i ≤ N, where N is the total
number of macros and standard cell clusters. The vector representations of the edge connecting nodes vi and vj is represented as eij. Both
edge (eij) and node (vi) embeddings are 32-dimensional. vi is initialized
by passing the node features (type, width, height, x, y) through a
feed-forward network. fce is a 65 × 32 feed-forward network and wije is
a 1 × 1 weight corresponding to the number of nets between adjacent
nodes. Neighbours(vi) denotes the neighbours of vi. The outputs of
the algorithm are the node and edge embeddings.
Our supervised model consists of the following. (1) The graph neural
network (Edge-GNN) described earlier, which embeds information
about node type and the netlist adjacency matrix. (2) A fully connected
feed-forward network that embeds netlist metadata, including information about the underlying semiconductor technology (horizontal and
vertical routing capacity), the total number of nets (edges), macros, and
standard cell clusters, canvas size and number of rows and columns in
the grid. (3) A fully connected feed-forward network (the prediction
layer) whose input is a concatenation of the netlist adjacency matrix
and metadata embeddings, and whose output is the reward prediction. The netlist embedding is created by applying a reduced mean
function on the edge embeddings. The supervised model is trained via
regression to minimize the weighted sum of the mean squared loss of
wirelength and congestion.
This supervised task allowed us to find the features and architecture
necessary to generalize reward prediction across netlists. To incorporate this architecture into our policy network, we simply removed the
prediction layer and then used the remaining network as the encoder
of the policy network, as shown in Fig. 2.
To handle different grid sizes corresponding to different choices of
rows and columns, we set the grid size to 128 × 128, and mask the unused
L-shaped section for grid sizes smaller than 128 rows and columns. To
place a new test netlist at inference time, we load the pre-trained weights
of the policy network and apply it to the new netlist. We refer to placements generated by a pre-trained policy network with no fine-tuning as
zero-shot placements. Such a placement can be generated in less than a
second, because it requires only a single inference step of the pre-trained
policy network for each macro. We can further optimize placement quality by fine-tuning the policy network, meaning that we have the option
to either use the pre-trained weights (which have learned a rich representation of the input state) directly at inference or further fine-tune
these weights to optimize for the properties of a particular chip netlist.

Policy network architecture
Figure 1 depicts an overview of the policy network (modelled by πθ in
equation (1) and the value network architecture that we developed for
chip floorplanning. The input to these networks is the adjacency matrix
and node features corresponding to the netlist hypergraph, the identity
of the current node to be placed, and the metadata of the netlist and
the semiconductor technology. The netlist is passed through our graph
neural network architecture (Edge-GNN) as described earlier. Edge-GNN
generates embeddings of (1) the partially placed hypergraph and
(2) the current node. We use a simple feed-forward network to embed
(3) the metadata. These three embedding vectors are then concatenated to form the state embedding, which is passed to a feed-forward
neural network. The output of the feed-forward network is then fed into

the policy network (composed of five deconvolutions, batch normalization, and ReLU activation layers) to generate a probability distribution
over actions and passed to a value network (composed of a feed-forward
network) to predict the value of the input state.
Policy network update: training parameters θ. In equation (1), the
objective is to train a policy network πθ that maximizes the expected
value (E) of the reward (Rp,g) over the policy network’s placement distribution. To optimize the parameters of the policy network, we use
PPO24 with a clipped objective as shown below:

LCLIP (θ) = Eˆt[min(rt(θ)Aˆt , clip(rt(θ), 1 − ε , 1 + ε)Aˆt )],
where Êt represents the expected value at timestep t, rt is the ratio of
the new policy and the old policy, and Ât is the estimated advantage at
timestep t.

Experimental setup
To perform a fair comparison, we ensured that our method and all baseline methods had access to the same inputs and the same evaluation
settings. Extended Data Fig. 1 shows the flow that we used to conduct
the evaluations.
Once each method finishes placing the netlist, the macro locations
are frozen and snapped to the power grid. Next, the EDA tool performs
standard cell placement. The settings for the EDA tool are drawn directly
from our production flow and thus we cannot share all details. The final
metrics in Table 1 are reported after PlaceOpt, meaning that global
routing has been performed by the EDA tool.
Clustering standard cells allowed our method to more effectively
optimize the placement of macros. We therefore gave RePlAce access to
clustered standard cells and found that its performance also improved,
so we reported results of RePlAce on the netlist with clustered standard
cells. Although RePlAce has a default density threshold of 1.0, we found
that our setting of 0.6 resulted in better performance, so that is what
we used to report RePlAce performance. In all other cases, we used the
default settings and cost functions for RePlAce. For reproducibility, we
provide all architectural details and hyperparameter settings for our
RL algorithm in Extended Data Table 1, as well as for the FD method
used to place standard cells in Extended Data Table 2.
The deconvolutions layers have a 3 × 3 kernel size with stride 2 and
16, 8, 4, 2 and 1 filter channels. To cluster the standard cells for each
chip block, we used hMETIS32, which partitions millions of standard
cells into thousands of clusters. The hyperparameters for hMETIS
are listed in Extended Data Table 3. For all other hMETIS hyperparameters, we simply use the default settings (see the hMETIS manual49
for the values of these defaults and for more detailed information
about each hyperparameter). We note that we use a licensed version
of hMETIS but, to our knowledge, the same features are available in
the open-source version.
To avoid overfitting, we employ an early stopping mechanism that
halts RL training once the policy converges. More precisely, training
stops when it has been two hours since the evaluation return improved
by at least 0.5% over the best return so far.
Open-source benchmark: Ariane RISC-V
For the Ariane benchmark, we used the following open-source design30
(https://github.com/pulp-platform/ariane) and mapped all logical
memories to physical memories of size 256 × 16, resulting in 133 macros. In Extended Data Fig. 4, we compare a placement generated by our
method trained from scratch and one that was generated in zero-shot
mode by a pre-trained policy.
Use in a production setting
Our method was used in the product tapeout of a recent Google TPU.
We fully automated the placement process through PlaceOpt, at which
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point the design was sent to a third party for post-placement optimization, including detailed routing, clock tree synthesis and post-clock
optimization. This is a standard practice for many hardware teams,
and physical designers spend months iterating with commercial EDA
tools to produce designs that meet the strict requirements to move
to this next stage.
In the production flow, we use the same RL method described in
Table 1 and the same EDA workflow to place standard cells. Although
the RL placements were already comparable to manual designs, we
performed an additional fine-tuning step with simulated annealing
(SA) to further boost performance, which helped to improve macro
orientation, as we do not currently perform macro mirroring in RL.
Adding this fine-tuning step improved wirelength by an average of
1.07% (s.d. = 0.04%), slightly reduced timing (average 1.18 ns reduction in TNS; s.d. = 2.4 ns) and negligibly affected congestion (less than
0.02% variation in vertical or horizontal congestion in all cases). The
resulting end-to-end runtime was 8 h on average. Since that production launch, we have replaced SA in our production workflow with
a greedy postprocessing step that tunes the macro orientation in a
few minutes, considerably reducing our end-to-end runtime without
degrading quality.

Impact of cost trade-offs
In Extended Data Table 4, we perform an ablation study to examine the
impact of congestion weight on the quality of post-PlaceOpt results
(final quality of result from the commercial EDA tool). As expected,
increasing congestion weight improves both horizontal and vertical
congestion up to a point, but results in wirelength degradation, due
to the inherent trade-off between these two metrics. A congestion
weight of 0.1 represents a ‘sweet spot’ in this case, as routing congestion is already low but wirelength has not yet overly degraded, which
together contribute to lower TNS and WNS as well.
Robustness to noise
To demonstrate the sensitivity of our method to noise, we performed
eight runs of fine-tuning on the Ariane RISC-V block, each time with a
different random seed, and we report the results (in proxy wirelength,
congestion and density) in Extended Data Table 5. Our evaluations
demonstrate that the choice of random seed had negligible impact on
all the metrics, including proxy wirelength, congestion and density,
with a standard deviation of 0.0022 in the overall cost across all runs.
Generalization versus training data
As we train on more chip blocks, we are able to speed up the
fine-tuning process on new blocks and generate higher-quality results
faster. As discussed earlier, as we increase the training set from 2
blocks (small dataset) to 5 blocks (medium dataset) and finally to
20 blocks (large dataset), the policy network generates better placements both at zero-shot and after being fine-tuned for the same
number of hours. Extended Data Fig. 3 shows the placement cost
on one test block (a TPU block not included in training) as the policy
network is being pre-trained. We can see that for the small training
dataset, the policy network quickly overfits to the training data and
performance on the test data degrades, whereas it takes longer for
the policy network to overfit on the largest dataset, and the policy
network pre-trained on this larger dataset yields better results on the
test data. This plot suggests that as we expose the policy network to
a greater variety of different training blocks, it will take longer for
the policy network to pre-train, but the policy network will become
less prone to overfitting and better at finding optimized placements
for new unseen blocks.
Insights and visualizations
Here we share some observations about our method’s behaviour that
may provide insight into the metrics in Table 1. One observation is

that the RL policy tends to place macros on the same datapath close to
each other, which results in better timing performance. The Edge-GNN
encoder embeds the features of each node by iteratively averaging and
applying nonlinear transformations to the node’s k-hop neighbouring
nodes and edges, where k is the number of iterations applied. Therefore,
one hypothesis is that the representation of nodes in a given datapath
are similar to one another, causing our policy network to generate
similar predictions about where they should be placed on the canvas.
This naturally results in nodes in the same datapath being placed near
to one another, improving timing performance.
Another observation is that our policy learns to reserve sufficient
area for the subsequent placement of standard cells, as this effectively
optimizes its reward function. Even at zero-shot (meaning that we run
inference on our policy network in less than one second), our method
already exhibits this behaviour, as shown in Extended Data Fig. 4.
Extended Data Fig. 5 juxtaposes a placement generated by a human
physical designer (on the left) with that of our method (on the right) for
a recent TPU block. The white area shows the macro placements and
the green area shows the standard cell placements. Our method creates donut-shaped placements of macros surrounding standard cells,
which results in a reduction in the total wirelength. These placement
images are blurred to preserve confidentiality.

Comparing with simulated annealing
In the main text, we compare our method with two baselines: the
academic state-of-the-art RePlAce and human expert placements. In
this section, we provide an additional comparison with SA. To generate results for our method, we use the same procedure as in Table 1,
pre-training a policy on the largest dataset (20 TPU blocks) and then
fine-tuning it on the same five unseen test blocks.
SA is known to be a powerful, but slow, optimization method. However,
similar to RL, SA is capable of optimizing arbitrary non-differentiable
cost functions. To show the relative sample efficiency of RL, we ran
experiments in which we replaced it with an SA optimizer. Our SA algorithm works as follows: in each SA iteration (step), we perform 2N macro
actions (where N is the number of macros). A macro action takes one of
three forms: swap, shift and mirror. Swap selects two macros at random
and swaps their locations, if feasible. Shift selects a macro at random and
shifts that macro to a neighbouring location (left, right, up or down).
Mirror flips a macro at random across the x axis, across the y axis, or
across both the x and y axes. We apply a uniform probability over the
three move types, meaning that at each time step there is a 1/3 chance
of swapping, a 1/3 chance of shifting and a 1/3 chance of flipping. After N
macro actions, we use an FD method to place clusters of standard cells
while keeping macro locations fixed, just as we do in our RL method.
For each macro action or FD action, the new state is accepted if it leads
to a lower cost. Otherwise, the new state is accepted with a probability of exp[prevcost – newcost)/t], where t = tmaxexp{−log[(tmax/tmin)(step/
steps)]}. Here prevcost refers to the cost at the previous iteration; newcost
refers to the cost at the current iteration; t is the temperature, which
controls the willingness of the algorithm to accept local degradations
in performance, allowing for exploration; and tmax and tmin correspond
to the maximum and minimum allowable temperature, respectively.
To make comparisons fair, we ran 80 SA experiments sweeping
different hyperparameters, including maximum temperature ({10−5,
3 × 10−5, 5 × 10−5, 7 × 10−5, 10−4, 2 × 10−4, 5 × 10−4, 10−3}), maximum SA episode
length ({5 × 104, 105}) and seed (five different random seeds), and report
the best results in terms of proxy wirelength and congestion costs in
Extended Data Table 6. Each of the 80 SA workers runs an experiment
corresponding to one particular choice of the five random seeds, two
episode lengths and eight maximum temperatures.
The SA baseline uses more compute (80 SA workers × 2 CPUs per SA
worker × 18 h of runtime = 2,880 CPU-hours) than our method (16 RL
workers × (1 GPU + 10 CPUs per RL worker) × 6 h = 1,920 CPU-hours).
Here, we treat the cost of one GPU as roughly 10 times that of a CPU.

If we had stopped SA after 12 h (and if we did not use early stopping in
RL), then the two methods would have used equivalent compute, but
the SA results after 12 h were not even close to competitive. Even with
additional time (18 h of SA versus 6 h of RL), SA struggles to produce
high-quality placements compared to our approach, generating placements with 14.4% higher wirelength and 24.1% higher congestion on
average.

Implications for a broader class of problems
We believe that the proposed method has broader implications for
other stages of chip design and other placement optimization tasks.
For example, our zero-shot mode allows design space explorations
through rapid evaluation of computer architectures grounded in the
physical reality. Automating and optimizing architectural exploration
and its interface with physical design can not only further accelerate
the chip design process, but also lead to additional improvements in
critical hardware metrics, such as power and timing.
Furthermore, this method is applicable to a broad class of placement
optimization problems outside of chip design, such as city planning (for
example, traffic light placement), compiler optimization (for example,
datacentre resource allocation) and environmental engineering (for
example, dam placement).
Related work
Chip floorplanning is a longstanding challenge, requiring multiobjective optimization over circuits of ever-growing complexity. Since
the 1960s, many approaches have been proposed, so far falling into
three broad categories: (1) partitioning-based methods, (2) stochastic/
hill-climbing methods and (3) analytic solvers.
Starting in the 1960s, industry and academic laboratories used
partitioning-based3,4,50 and resistive-network51,52 approaches to chip
floorplanning, as well as resistive-network based methods51,52. These
methods are characterized by a divide-and-conquer approach; the
netlist and the chip canvas are recursively partitioned until sufficiently
small sub-problems emerge, at which point the sub-netlists are placed
onto the sub-regions using optimal solvers. Such approaches are quite
fast to execute and their hierarchical nature allows them to scale to
arbitrarily large netlists. However, by optimizing each sub-problem
in isolation, partitioning-based methods sacrifice quality of the global
solution, especially routing congestion. Furthermore, a poor early
partition may result in an unsalvageable end placement.
In the 1980s, analytic approaches emerged but were quickly overtaken by stochastic/hill-climbing algorithms, particularly SA6–8. SA is
named for its analogy to metallurgy, in which metals are first heated
and then gradually cooled to induce, or anneal, energy-optimal crystalline surfaces. SA applies random perturbations to a given placement
(for example, shifts, swaps or mirroring of macros) and then measures
their effect on the objective function (for example, HPWL). If the perturbation is an improvement, it is applied; if not, it is still applied with
some probability, referred to as temperature. Temperature is initialized
to a particular value and is then gradually annealed to a lower value.
Although SA generates high-quality solutions, it is very slow and difficult to parallelize, thereby failing to scale to the increasingly large
and complex circuits of the 1990s and beyond.
The 1990s–2000s were characterized by multi-level partitioning
methods5,53, as well as the resurgence of analytic techniques54, such as
FD methods9–11,25–27 and nonlinear optimizers55–58. The renewed success of quadratic methods was due in part to algorithmic advances
but also to the large size of modern circuits (10–100 million nodes),
which justified approximating the placement problem as that of placing
nodes with zero area. However, despite the computational efficiency
of quadratic methods, they are generally less reliable and produce
lower-quality solutions than their nonlinear counterparts.
Nonlinear optimization approximates cost using smooth mathematical functions, such as the log-sum-exp59 and weighted-average 65

models for wirelength, as well as Gaussian60 and Helmholtz models for
density. These functions are then combined into a single objective function using a Lagrange penalty or relaxation. Owing to the higher complexity of these models, it is necessary to take a hierarchical approach,
placing clusters rather than individual nodes, an approximation that
degrades the quality of the placement.
The last decade has seen the rise of modern analytic techniques,
including more advanced quadratic methods12,44,61–63, and more recently
electrostatics-based methods such as ePlace13 and RePlAce14. Modelling netlist placement as an electrostatic system, ePlace13 proposed a
new formulation of the density penalty in which each node (macro or
standard cell) of the netlist is analogous to a positively charged particle
whose area corresponds to its electric charge. In this setting, nodes
repel each other with a force proportional to their charge (area), and
the density function and gradient correspond to the system’s potential
energy. Variations of this electrostatics-based approach have been
proposed to address standard cell placement13 and mixed-size placement64,65. RePlAce14 is a recent state-of-the-art mixed-size placement
technique that further optimizes ePlace’s density function by introducing a local density function that tailors the penalty factor for each
individual bin size. DREAMPlace66 further speeds up RePlAce by taking a deep-learning-based approach to optimize the placement and
leveraging GPU acceleration. However, the focus of DREAMPlace is
standard cell placement optimization, rather than macro placement,
and reports comparable quality to RePlAce. Therefore, we compare
the performance of our method against RePlAce.
There are numerous opportunities for machine learning to advance
physical design67–69. Recent work70 proposes training a model to predict
the number of DRC violations for a given macro placement. DRCs are
rules that ensure that the placed and routed netlist adheres to tape-out
requirements. To generate macro placements with fewer DRCs, ref. 70
uses the predictions from this trained model as the evaluation function
in simulated annealing. Although this work represents an interesting
direction, it reports results on netlists with no more than six macros,
far fewer than any modern block, and does not consider the effect of
place and route optimizations, which can dramatically alter the number of DRCs. Furthermore, although adhering to the DRC criteria is a
necessary condition, the primary objective of macro placement is to
optimize for wirelength, timing (for example, WNS and TNS), power
and area, and this work does not even consider these metrics.
To address this classic problem, we propose a new category of
approach: an end-to-end learning-based method. This new approach
is most closely related to analytic solvers, particularly nonlinear ones,
in that all of these methods optimize an objective function via gradient
updates. However, our approach differs from prior approaches in its
ability to learn from past experience to generate higher-quality placements on new chips. Unlike existing methods that optimize the placement for each new chip from scratch, our work leverages knowledge
gained from placing prior chips to become better over time. In addition,
our method enables direct optimization of the target metrics, such as
wirelength, density and congestion, without having to define convex
approximations of those functions, as is done in other approaches13,14.
Not only does our formulation make it easy to incorporate new cost
functions as they become available, but it also allows us to weight their
relative importance according to the needs of a given chip block (for
example, timing-critical or power-constrained).
Domain adaptation is the problem of training policies that can learn
across multiple experiences and transfer the acquired knowledge to
perform better on new unseen examples. In the context of chip floorplanning, domain adaptation involves training a policy across a set
of chip netlists and then applying that trained policy to a new unseen
netlist. The use of deep learning for combinatorial optimization is an
area of growing interest, including approaches to the Travelling Salesman problem21,71, neural architecture search72 and model parallelism22,23.
More recently, there has been work on domain adaptation for compiler
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optimization46,73–75 and the Maximum Cut problem76. Our approach
not only leverages past experience to reduce training time, but also
produces higher-quality results when exposed to more instances of the
problems. To our knowledge, our method is the first deep RL approach
used in production to solve a combinatorial optimization problem,
namely, in the design of the latest generation of Google TPU.

Data availability
The data supporting the findings of this study are available within the
paper and the Extended Data.

Code availability
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Evaluation workflow for producing the results in
Table 1. We allow each method access to the same clustered netlist
hypergraph. We use the same hyperparameters (to the extent possible) in all
the methods. Once the placement is completed by each method (this includes

the legalization step for RePlAce), we snap the macros to the power grids,
freeze the macro locations and use a commercial EDA tool to place the standard
cells and report the final results.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Zero-shot performance of Edge-GNN versus GCN
(graph convolutional neural network)77. The agent with an Edge-GNN
architecture is more robust to over-fitting and yields higher-quality results, as

measured by average zero-shot performance on the test blocks shown in
Extended Data Fig. 1.

Extended Data Fig. 3 | Generalization performance as a function of
pre-training dataset size. We pre-train the policy network on three different
training datasets (the small dataset with 2 blocks is a subset of the medium
one with 5 blocks, and the medium dataset is a subset of the large one with
20 blocks). For each policy, at various snapshots during pre-training we report

its inference performance on an unseen test block. As the dataset size
increases, both the quality of generated placements on the test block and the
generalization performance of the policy improve. The policy trained on the
largest dataset is most robust to over-fitting.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Visualization of Ariane placements. Left, zero-shot
placements from the pre-trained policy; right, placements from the fine-tuned
policy. The zero-shot placements are generated at inference time on a
previously unseen chip. The pre-trained policy network (with no fine-tuning)

reserves a convex hull in the centre of the canvas in which standard cells can be
placed, a behaviour that reduces wirelength and that emerges only after many
hours of fine-tuning in the policy trained from scratch.

Extended Data Fig. 5 | Visualization of a real TPU chip. Human expert
placements are shown on the left and results from our approach are shown on
the right. The white area represents macros and the green area represents
standard cells. The figures are intentionally blurred because the designs are

proprietary. The wirelength for the human expert design is 57.07 m, whereas
ours is 55.42 m. Furthermore, our method achieves these results in 6 h, whereas
the manual baseline took several weeks.
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Extended Data Table 1 | Hyperparameters used for fine-tuning the RL agent

The pre-training hyperparameters are the same, except for the number of GPUs and the effective batch size. For pre-training, we use one GPU per
block in the training dataset (our largest dataset has 20 blocks).

Extended Data Table 2 | Hyperparameters used for the FD algorithm that places standard cell clusters
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Extended Data Table 3 | Hyperparameters used to generate standard cell clusters with hMETIS32

Extended Data Table 4 | Effect of different cost trade-offs on the post-PlaceOpt performance of Block 1 in Table 1

As expected, increasing congestion weight improves both horizontal and vertical congestion up to a point, but results in wirelength degradation, owing to the inherent trade-off between these
two metrics.
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Extended Data Table 5 | Sensitivity of results to the choice of random seed, as measured on a Ariane RISC-V block

We observed little sensitivity to random seed in all of the three cost functions, although variations in wirelength and density are lower than congestion. The overall cost for these eight runs had
a standard deviation of 0.0022.

Extended Data Table 6 | Performance of our method compared to SA

Proxy wirelength and congestion for each block. We note that because these proxy metrics are relative, comparisons are only valid for different placements of the same block. Even with additional time (18 h of SA versus 6 h of RL), SA generates placements with 14.4% higher wirelength and 24.1% higher congestion on average.

